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Large bureutcratic organizafiors frequently d;Iute an indioid.ual\ serce of moral responslbl,llty, and mernbersof such
mganizntions are oll too likely to acquizscein organizational misconduct. Orle reasonfor this is that irsid.e the
organization krwwledge can be sofragwnted that an lndloldad nuy be partially or whally igwrant of ushatthz mganizntion is doing. Daoid Luban, Nan Strudle4 and Daoid
Wassermand.anhw thb problem. Whcreas most moral
theoriesprewppose that thc moral agent krwtos that a ilzcision mtst be made and uhat clloices are aoailabl.e,these
wtlwrs erplore tltz moral resporxibilitizs of indfui&tals in
organizatinnal sihtotions in uhbh they lack thls krcutbdge.

such supposedly independent professionals as
physicians and lawyers practice in large organizations to an ever-increasingextent. The HMO has replaced the family physician,and the new graduates
of today'slaw schoolsjoin firms, of which the largest
now employ over a thousand lawyers, rather than
h*gng out a shingle. The problems of professional
and businessethics have thus become the problems
of supervisorsand subordinatesin organizational
settings. Indeed, in a culture such as ours, where
our first question to each other is often not "How
do you do?" but "What do you do?" the ethics of the
workplace has enormous impact on how we think
of morality in general. To a great extent, ethics in
the organizational setting has come to define ethics
as a whole. We speakof team players and loose cannons, leaders and followers, as categories of moral
judgmeni and not simply of social description.

The Organization Man and

the Other-DirectedSociety

The transformatior: of the workplace appears to
have wrought a transformation in values, replacing
individual responsibility and internal norms with
group identiffcation and external norms. As the
postwar American economy assumedits contemBACKGROUND
OFTHEPROBLEM
porary form, several leading social scientists and
The bureaucratic fragmentation of knowledge and commentators explored the psychologyof "The Ordilution of responsibfuty are pervasive phenimena
ganization Man," in the famous title of William H.
in modern society.To set the stagefor our analysis, Whyte's book. Whyte used this term to describe
we first describe the scope of the problem and "the ones of our middle classwho have left home,
briefly review some of the research, commentary
spiritually as well as physically, to take the vows of
and debate it has provoked. We conclude this back- organization li[e."r He ascribed to them the "social
ground section by discussingthe researchmost rele- EtlLic," which includes "a belief in the group as the
vant to our own concerns, the Milgram studies of source of creativity" as well as "a belief in 'belongdestructive obedience to authoritv.
ingness'asthe uliimate need of the individual,;2
David Riesman described middle-classAmericans as a "Loneiy Crowd," and elaborated a famous
TheCollectivization
of the Workplace
typolog" of characters.In Riesman'sscheme,peoMost work in modern society is done by organizaple of premodern societieswere tradition-direaed,
Uons:colporations, governments,hospitals,founand the sanction for deviation was sharne;in early
dations,universities, accounting ffrms, armies. Even
modern societies people were inner-directed,
guided by an internal moral compass, acquired
Excerpted by permission from David Lubar, Alan Strudler, and
in
childhood, which induces guilt when one deviDavid Wasserman, "Moral Responsibility ir the Age of Bureaucracy,"Mi.chigan Law Retiats g0 (August 1992). @ 1992 Michiates. In contemporary society, however, we have
gan Law Review Association.
become other-directed: our "contemDoraries are
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the source of direction for the individual. . . . [T]he
process of paying close attention to the signals
from others . . . remainfs] unaltered throughout
life."3 For other-directed indlviduals, the sanction
for deviance has changed: "As against guilt-andshame controls, though of course these survive,
one prime psychologicallever of the other-directed
person is a diffuse anxiety."a Sociologist Robert
Jackall conducted interviews with 143 managersin
sev-eralcontemporary American corporations.In
the anxiety-ridden world of middle management,
"fm]anagers have a myriad of aphorisms that refer
to how tJrepower of CEOs, magnified through the
zealous efforts of subordinates,affects them. . . .
'When
he sneezes,we all catch
[One such maxim is]
colds'. . . ."5Jackallcomments:
As a result, independent morally evaluative judgments
get subordinated to the social intricacies of the bureaucratic wor\rlace. Notions of morality that one might hold
and indeed practice outside the workplace . . . become irrelevant. . . . Under certain conditions, such notions may
even become dangerous. For the most part, then, they
remain unarticulated lest one risk damaging crucial relationships with signiffcant individuals or groups.6

HistoricalPerspective
The collectivization of the workplace and t}e threat
it poses to traditional moral values are hardly new
phenomena; they have been recognized, and
lamented, for the past 150 years.The erosion of in&vidual responsibility and the evils of bureaucracy
have engagedconservativewriters since tle advent
of the industrial revolution. Over a century ago,
Karl Marx likewise criticized what he called "the
real mindlessnessof the state." "The bureaucracy
is a circle from which no one can escape," Marx
contended. "The highest point entrusts the understanding of particulars to the lower echelons,
whereas these, on the other hand, credit the highest with an understan&ng in regard to the universal; and thus they deceiveone another."TIn 1932,
Reinhold Niebuhr wrote his classic treattse Moral
Man and lm:nwral Society, in which he argued that
[i]ndividual men may be moral. . . . They are endowed
by nature with a measure of sympathy and consideration
for their kind, the breadth of which may be extended by
an astute social pedagory. . . . But all tlese achievements

are more difffcult, if not impossible, for human societies
and social groups. In every human group there is less
reason to guide and to check impulse, less capacity for
self-transcendence,less abi-lityto comprehend the needs
ofottrers and therefore more unrestrained egoism than
the individuals, who compose the group, reveal in their
personal relationships.s

Niebuhr's argument recognizes that the increasing
organization of society will be accompaniedby a dilution of morality.
. . . lTlhe problems Marx and Niebuhr &scussed
in a theoretical vein came to life in the most horrible
way possibleduring World War II, where ostensibly
civilized human beings tortured and slaughtered
twelve million men, women, and children in extermination camps. The names of the camPsAuschwitz, Treblinka, Majdanek-have become
slmonymouswith the incomprehensible willingness
of ordinary human beings to do anlthing, no matter
how atrocious,when ordered to do so by those in authority. Here, again, an explanation may be offered
in terms of the division of responsibility within
groups. Consider a historian's description of the
euthanasiaprogram Hitler ordered to eliminate
mentally retarded, handicapped, or genetically ill
Germans (individuals Hider called "uselesseaters"):
The euthanasia program . . . demonstrated how, through
fragmentation of authority and tasks, it was possible to
fashion a murder machine. Hitler had enunciated an offhand, extra-iegal decree, and had not wanted to be bothered about it again. Brandt had ordered the "scientific"
implementation of the program and, like Hider, wished to
hear no complaints. The directors and penonnel of krstitutiorx rationalized that matters were out of their han& and
that they were just fflling out questionnaires . . . , &ough in
realityeach form was the equivalent ofa death warrant. . ,
The oersonnel at the end of the line excusedt}emselves
on tf,e basis that they were under compulsion, had no
power of decision, and were merely performing a function.
Thousands ofpeople were involved, but each considered
himself nothing but a cog in the machine and reasoned that
it was the machine, not he, that was responsible.s

The horrors of Nazism are without parallel, but the
bureaucratic pattern of organization that fragments
the knowledge required for moral decisionmahng
is common to large institutions throughout contemporary society. Jackall describes the tlpical corporate strucfure in terms not unlike those Marx used
to characterize "&e real mindlessnessof the state":
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Power is concentrated at the top in the person of the
chief executive of{icer (CEO) and is simultaneously decentralized; that is, responsibility for decisions and profits is pushed as far down the organizational line as
oossible.
. . . [P]ushing details down protects the privilege of
authority to declare that a mistake has been made. . . .
Moreover, pushing down details relieves superiors of the
burden of too much knowledge, particularly guilty
knowledge.
. . [Middle managers] become t]re "point men" of a
given stratery and the potential "fall guys" when things
go wrong.ro

same skepticism that greeted German offfcials who
"didn't know." Despite this healthy skepticism,
however, we remain convinced that fraqmented
knowledge is a genuine phenomenon thaiwe cannot simply &smiss as a lame excuse.

The Psychology
of DestructiveObedience

Social scientists have labored to understand the
Holocaust and to answer the all-important question
whether it could occur in other settings. Stanley
Milgram conducted perhaps the most silnificantHannah Arendt described the bureaucratic pheand certainly t}re most famous---experimental studnomenon as a novel form ofgovernance appearing
ies to address this issue. Milgram's erperiments
alongsidethe classical distinction among rule by
underscore our thesis because they illustrate the
one (monarchy), rule by "the best" (aristocracy),
ways
in which social and institutional pressures to
rule by the few (oligarchy), and rule by the many
obey reinforce, and are reinforced by, tie fragmen(democracy).She wrote of
tation of knowledge in modern bureaucraciesand
the latest and perhaps most formidable form of. . . dootler large organizations.
minion: bureaucracy or the rule of an intricate qystem of
In Milgram's experiments, volunteers in a Yale
bureaus ia which no men, neither one nor ttre best, neiUniversity
experiment were ordered by the experither the few nor ttre many, can be held responsible, and
menter to administer gradually increasing electric
which could be properly called rule by Nobody. (If, in
accord with traditional political thought, we identifr
shocks to another "subject" (actually a confederate
q.Tanny as government that is not held to give account of
of the experimenter), ostensibly to study the effect
itself, nrle by Nobody is clearly the most lrannical of all,
of punishment on learning. As the "shocks" insince there is no one left who could even be asked to arcreased in intensity, the confederate displayed inswer for what is being done. It is . . . impossible to localcreasing discomfort, demanded that the experiment
ize responsibility and to idenUfr the enemy. . . .)rr
stop, screamed with pain, complained of a heart
Such rumors of the demise of responsibility may be condition, and ffnally fell silent as if he were unconexaggerated;yet Arendt's description has the ring scious.rs In this original experiment, sixty-five
perof familiarity. A graphic contemporary analogue ap- cent of the subjects went all the way, administering
peared in litigation surrounding the Dalkon Shield. the highest
possible, potentially lethal, level of
In his opinion, Federal Judge Frank Theis angrily
shock. Those subjects who administered the maxinoted:
mum shock erpressed geat &scomfort at the cruel
The project manager for Dalkon Shield explains that a
task they were assigned;many of them berated the
particular question should have gone to the medical deexperimenter, protested, or insisted that they would
partment, the medical department representative exnot proceed with the experiment-all the while
plains that the question was really the bailiwick of the
continuing to flip the switches.
quality control department, and the quality control deMilgram conducted a number of important
partment representative explains that the project manager was the one with the authority to make a decision
variations on the original experiment, several of
on that question. . . . [Ih is not at all unusua] for the hard
which suggest the role that incomplete and fragquestions posed in Dalkon Shield casesto be unanswermented knowledge may play in facilitating destrucable by anyone from Robins [the manufacturer].rg
tive obedience and the abdication of individual
One must not be naive, of course: often t}le defense responsibility. In one version, the experiment was
of fragmented knowledge will be entered falsely removed from the arxiety-relieving auspicesof Yale
and cynically, as a form of liability screening. Exec- to a seedy-looking storefront operation in nearby
utives in the hot seat should be treated with the Bridgeport. Less able to reassurethemselvesthat
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the experimenters knew what they were doing,
fifty-three percent ofthe subjects refused to go all
the way. This suggeststhat compliant subordinates
often believe that their qualms are merely the result of incomplete understan&ng, and assumethat
tlose in charge have good reasonsfor what they are
doing.
The rate of compliance also declined when the
subject could seethe victim, and declined even further when the subject was actually required to hold
the victim's hand on the contact-plate. In tlis latter
version of the experiment, seventy percent of the
subjects stopped before administering the maximum level of shock.. . .
Another form of ignorance that appears to have
played a significant role in Milgram's experiments
was t-heabsenceof a clear-cut moment of decision.
Few subjects would have hesitated to give a mild,
tingling shock; most probably would have refused
to give an initial shock of maximum voltage. The
gradual escalation of voltage was insidious because
it deprived subjects ofan obvious stopping point,
encouraging them to defer resistanceuntil tley saw
themselves as committed, or as compromised. This
hnd of slippery slope may characterize many of the
decisions made in contemporary organizations.
Another variant of the Milgram experiments,
however, provides some encouragement that resistance and reform may be possible ia organizational
settings. In this study, the subject was assignedto a
team administering the shocks, while the other
team members were really confederates of the experimenter. Milgram discovered that compiiance
was extraordinarily sensitive to peer pressure.
When the otler team members refused to proceed
with the experiment, only ten percent of the subjects remained obedient to the erperimenter and
"went all the way." Conversely, when a teammate
rather than the subject took charge ofphysically
administering the shock, 92.5Voof the subjects
went along with the experiment up to the maximum shock. In Niebuhr's terms, we may think of
moral man made less moral by an immoral society,
but m.oremoral by a society of his betters. . . .
The Milgram studies, then, suggestthe role of
imperfect and fragmented knowledge in organizational misconduct. The less individuals appreciate

the consequencesof tleir acts, the need to decide,
and the available alternatives, the easier it will be
for them to engagein destructive obedience. Milgramt experiments suggest that the fragmentation
of knowledge promotes organizational wrongdoing
by blunting the edge of moral conflict.
Although Milgramt research focused on subordinates, parallel problems arise for supervisors. As
we have seen,bureaucratic strucfures serye to deny
supervisorsknowledge of operational details, blunt
their awarenessofharsh consequences,and help
them rationalize what they cannot ignore. The result is the deep paradox of the "rule by Nobod/':
when neither superiors nor subordinates may be
held responsible,we face an uncanny situation in
which responsibility has seemingly been conjured
out of existence.

Thelnadequacy
of EthicalTradition
Theory
andPhilosophical
. . . We believe that the specter of fragmented
knowledge, divided responsibility, ambiguous orders, and unknown consequencesis inadequately
addressedin the moral discourseof Western societies. Virtually every approach to normative ethics,
from the Ten Commandments to the latest wrinkles
in philosophy journals, focusesprimary attention on
moral problems in which fourkrmobdge conditions
are satisfied-knowledge conditions that are frequently absent ln individual decisionmaking and almost never found in organizational settings.
Firsf, the decisionmaker recognizes that he or
she has come to a fork in the road: The decisionmaker knows that adecision must be made. Do I or
don't I cheat on the examination? Do I or don't I
protest when I hear an acquaintancetell an antiSemitic joke? Situations such as these are readily
identi{iable as moral decisions. Typically, when we
face one of these questions,we know that we face it.
Second,the decisionmaker recognizesthat he or
she must make the choice in a fairly short, distinct
period of time: The decisionmaker knows when a
decision must be made, or at least by wben it must
be made. The examination is tomorrow: I must
confront the acquaintance about his anti-Semitic
joke now or never.
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Thi.rd, the decisionmaker confronts a small
number of well-defined options: The decisionmaker knows what choicesare available. For example, a lawyer, learning that her client is using her
services to pelpetrate a fraud, can quickly catalogue her options: do what the client asks,try to
talk the client out of the plan, blow the whistle on
the client, or resign.
Fourth, the decisionmaker has the information
needed to make the decision: The decisionmaker
lcnowsuhat is need.edto make the choice. Even in
situations of radically incomplete information, tlleories of rational decisionmahng under uncertainty
allow us to assign probabillty-estimates to these
various outcomes in order to generate a recommendation, though that recommendation may be
merely to flip a coin.
These, then, are the four lnowledge conditions
of moral decisionmaking: we know that a decision
must be mad,e,tphen a decision must be made,
what choices are available, and,ushatis needed to
make the choice, From the Biblical "Thou shalt not
steal" and the Golden Rule, to Kant's categorical
imperative and the utilitarian injunction to achieve
the greatest good for the greatest number, the core
precepts of the major systemsof ethical thought
are directed to agents who satisfz the knowledge
conditions. If the conditions are not satisfied, ethical systemsgenerally respond with mitigation or
even immunity: forgiving those who "know not
what they do" is basic to Western understandings
of moral responsibility.
Ignorance can, ofcourse, be culpable; but most
philosophers and legal theorists who aclnowledge
the phenomenon of culpable ignorance have implicitly confined it to a small range of exceptional
casesiconspirators who attempt to preserve their
deniability, or drunks who have willfully stupefted
themselves. The possibility that the modern workplace may place millions of or&nary individuals in
a state of culpable ignorance throughout their careers has never, to our knowledge, been explicitly
addressedin moral theory.
In an organizational setting, one or more of the
four knowledge conditions tlpically fails at a critical
juncture. As the Milgram erperiments illustrated,
in&viduals in bureaucratic settings may not fully ap-

preciate that a decision must be made, understand
when it should be made, realize what choices are
open to them, and comprehend what the consequences of different choices will be. A law firm associate asked to research a small point of law or a
junior architect asked to design a detail may have
no idea that the project as a whole raisesdeep questions of professional ethics. Even if they have their
suspicions,it is often impossible to pinpoint a moment of truth when the decision must be made. No
clear list ofoptions, or even clear understanding of
who to speak with, may exist, and the subor&nate
may never believe she has sufffcient information to
fashion a solution.
The failure of these lcrowledge conditions is created or maintained by organizational structure.
Typically, supervisors parcel out subtasksto a number of subordinate employees.None of the subordinates may have more than the most general idea
of what the entire project is about, while the supervisor may know nothing about the details of each
subordinate'ssubtasks.No member of the organization might recognize a moral problem, because
the problem arises not from what anyone member
ofthe team is doing, but rather from all their actions put together. The fact that each is merely a
member of a team lulls them into a senseof security, so that they feel no pressing need to find out
more about what is going on. Though they may resolve not to be "good Germans" at the moment of
truth, the moment of truth never arrives.
This, then, is t}re central philosophical question
that the problem of fragmented knowledge raises:
Is it possible to formulate satisfac-toryprinciples of
indioidual responsibilitg when any or all of the four
knouledge conditions presupposed by standard
mnral theoriesfail?

WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE
RESPONSIBILITY
. . . At bottom, four approachesexist to the problem of "deeds witlout doers." First, we can simply
accept as a tragic fact of modern existence&at organizational wrongs may be committed for which
no one-neither individuals nor the organizationcan rightly be held responsible. Mor:e optimistically, we can either hold the organization itself
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We would do better to focus on the driving aspect of the drunk driving analogy.Driving is a valuable activity, and our licensing procedures are
designed to make it widely available. Because of
the lethal potential of the automobile, however, the
privilege ofdriving hinges on an exerciseofalertness,caution, and self-restraint ttrat we do not require of pedestrians or passengers.We allow pedestrians and passengersto impair their reflexes and
Extending Individual Responsibility
judgment with alcohol, but we treat it as a legal and
The simplestway of extendingthe concept of culpa- moral offense for a driver or prospective driver to
ble ignorance to situations in which the lanowledge do so.
Analogously,becauseofthe great potential for
conditions fail is to invoke an analogy to drunk driving. By the time a driver has had six drinks, he may harm arising from the division oflabor and fragno longer have the refexes or judgment to avoid an mentation of knowledge in a colporate or bureauaccident, and thus in one sensehe is not responsible cratic organization, employees may acquire duties
for what he does behind the wheel. Obviously, far more demanding than doing no evil. They must
though, we do hold him responsible.Why? The an- look and listen for evil and attempt to thwart it if
swer seemssimple enough, although we agree that t}ey &scover it. These duties, however, are not as
once he became drunk he lost effective control of limited and well-defined as those imposed on the
his actions, we blame him for becoming drrnk ln the driver. We erpect prospective drivers to "just say
first place. Though he was not fully responsible at no," but we cannot erpect organizationalemploythe time of the accident, it was his own fault that he ees to know everything about the operation in
was not responsible.In Aristode'swords, "when one which they are involved. While drinking is a gratuhas once let go of a stone, it is too late to get it itous impediment to driving, fragmented knowlback-but the agent was responsible for throwing it, edge inheres in the structure ofthe organization
because the origin of the action was in himself."la
itself. We are Ieft with a question that does not arise
Analogously,we may agree that individuals in in the context of drunk driving: What and how
organizational settings often do not know enough much precaution do we require of the individual
to be held responsible for organizational wrongdo- employee?
We cannot answer t}is question definitively, but
ings and yet we insist that they should have known.
They were willfully blind. Thus, for example, if an we can begin by suggestingseveral obligations that
SS officer claimed that he did not l<nowabout the arise from the speciffc risk oforganizational enterSS'smurderous activities, we may wish to insist tJrat prise: the risk that an individual will do or conhis ignorance is blameworthy. He should have tribute to great harm without lcrowing it.
known what he was joining.
The drunk dtving analory suggeststhat we can
l. Obligations of irusestigation.The first, most
hold people responsible for getting into the very obvious, possibility is to hold individuals in organipredicament that at first glance seems to relieve zational settings morally responsible for discerning
them of responsibility. If we focus on the act of the nature of their own projects and for discovering
drinking, this suggeststhat an employee is respon- what other employees are doing with their work
sible for the predicament he gets into by joining an products. The idea is obvious becauseit remedies
organization that fragments relevant knowledge, the absence of knowledge in the most straightforExcept in the case of outlaw groups like the SS, ward way: by demanding that individuals do their
however, we do not want to treat the act of joining best to acquire the knowledge they lack.
an organization, like the act of heavy drinking, as
2. Obligations of commanication. A second
suspector presumptively wrong.
possibility is to hold individuals who possess
morally responsible for the wrongdoing or hold all
the individuals affiliated with the organization
strictly liable. Finally, we can extend standard principles of culpable ignorance to elplain why individuals in organizationsmay be held responsible for
their acUonseven though the knowledge conditions
fail. This is the approach we will defend. . . .
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troublesome knowledge morally responsible for
communicating it to others in tlle organization. Obviously,communication may be a risky course of action: supervisorstreasure their "deniabiliry" and
shooting the messengeris often their knee-jerk resDonse.Yet riskiness does not distinzuish this from
o^tlrer-oral responsibilities:we often believe that
people have moral obligations to act againsttheir
self-interest.
3. Obligations of protection. The previous suggestions imply that supervisors may have moral
obligations to protect their subordinates from
adverseconsequencesof investigation and communication. For example, they may be morally
responsible for protecting whistleblowers from
retaliation.
4. Obligations of prersention Those in management positions may have morai obligations to forestall wrongdoing by setting up structures that avoid
the problems we have been examining. Such preventive mechanisms might include ombudsmen,
incentive structures that reward moral action,
channelsfor anonymous information about problems, and so on. Interestingly, the American Bar
Associatont 1983 ethics code requires supervisors
in law ffrms to take measuresthat ensure that their
subordinates behave ethically.
5. Obligations of precantinn. In some cases,we
may be able to analogize the act of joining an organization to the act of heavy drinhng: the individual knows or should know that once she becomes
involved, her discretion and knowledge will be
so constricted that she cannot be held responsible
for wrongdoing that, in broad outline, ,h"'""n ,""sonably anticipate. The fatal misstep is involving
herself in the first place. More often than not,
would-be employees of organizations have some
prior senseof the organizationt values and culture.
We may therefore hold individuals responsible for
joining the organization in the first place, as we
might hold an individual German responsible for
joining the SS.
That individuals in an organization have obligations like these, and that their breach provides a
basisfor assigning the individuals responsibility for
wrongs done in ignorance, seems plausible. But

this approach to exten&ng individual responsibility for organizational wrongdoing raisestwo critical questions. First, how demanding are these
obligations? . . . Second, how much vigilance is
e n o u g h ? .. .
As we have described them, the moral oblisations of the individual employee seem to fall somewhere between perfect duties like not hlling, with
fairly precise boundaries, and imperfea duties like
charity or self-improvement, that require only some
indeterminate effort. If we attempt to make these
duties perfect, through more precise formulation,
we risk definlng them too narrowly; if we attempt to
make them imperfect, by demanding a "reasonable"
effort, we risk making them too vague. . . .
What is an individual responsible for in failing
to fulfill these preemptioe duties, as we shall call
the obligations of investigation, communication,
protection, prevention, and precaution? Should we
blame her only for the breach of the preemptive
duty, or should we blame her for the resulting offense as if she had known all the relevant facts (and
thus hold her immune from censure if no harm results)? Is the employee responsiblejust for failing
to investigate (at the time she fails to do so), or does
she lose her excuseofignorance with respect to any
facts the investigation would have yielded?
Neither approach seems fully satisfactory. In
limiting responsibfity to the breach of preemptive
duties, we impose the same blame or punishment
regardless of what wrongs result; in withholding
the excuse of ignorance for the offense, we treat a
negligent employee as if she were responsible for
intentional wrongdoing. And if we assignresponsibity only when a wrong is actually done, we fail to
censure those lucky enough to ignore their special
obligations without adverse effect. . . .
Paul Robinson has argued that the law can recognize a person's responsibility for getting into a
pre&cament witlout denying her the excusecreated by that predicament.15The critical inquiry is
whether, in acting in a way that creates an excuse,
the in&vidual is at fault for the offense excused.
To return to the drunk driving analogy,a driver
who drank until he was no longer able to appreciate tlle hazards of the road would not lose the excuse of ignorance if an accident occurred, as if he
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had knowingly caused the accident. Rather, he
would be guilty of recklesshomicide for disregarding the risk of a fatal accident; if he should have
known of the risk but remained ignorant (e.g.,becausehe did not bother to {ind out that the punch
he was drinking was highly alcoholic), he would be
guilty of negligent homicide.16
Applied to organizational wrongdoing, an approach like Robinsonswould ground the employee's
responsibility for the harm in her preempUve duties
to investigate, prevent, and so forth. By breaching these duties, the employee has played a role in
causingor conkibuting to the commissionof the offense. The key question would not be whether the
employee deliberately, recklessly,or negligently
breachedher duty but whethea by failing to perform
it, she intentionally, recklessly,or negligently facilitated the wrongdoing.
Thus, if an employee should have known that by
investigatinga new project before it commenced,
she could ascertain w.hether it involved exporling
toxic substances,and there was some reason to suspect that it might, she would be responsible for
negligently exporting tl'rose substances,even if, by
the time she erported them, the most diligent inquiry would not have revealed tl-reirtoxic character.
Had she actually known that an investigation could
have revealed that information, but tailed to investigate, she would be responsiblefor recklesslyexporting toxic substances,even if, by the time she
exported them, she was no longer able to ascertain
their toxic character.
In some cases,this approach may lead us to hold
employeeswho act in ignorance responsible for intentional wrongdoing. If the employee deliberately
insulated herself from knowledge about the exports, intending to export toxic substanceswithout
being told that specific exports were toxic, she
would be responsible for their intentional export
despite her ignorance at the time she exported
them. But if she deliberately insulated herself from
such knowledge only because she hated confrontations, she would be responsible for no more than
reckless export, since she did not know the character ofthe substancesor intend or hope that they
might be toxic. This approach, then, avoids thl
harshnessofdenying an employee an excusefor or-

ganizational wrongdoing ifshe has any fault for creating the excuse. It treats her as responsible for
u'rongdoing only to the extent that she is at fault
for excusing or justi$'ing its commission. . . .

CONCLUSION
The preemptive obligations we are proposing have
in recent years become widely accepted in both
public and private bureaucracies. Governmental
agencies typically have ombudsmen, and state and
federal governments have enacted protections for
whistleblowers. In the wake of several incidents,
the Eson Corporation has enacted regulaUonsrequiring employees who notice possible misconduct
or dangeroussituationsto noti| their superiorsin
writing; the superiors, in turn, are required to respond in writing, and if no written response is
forthcoming, the employee must jump the chain of
command and inform higherJevel executives.
Regarded as public policy proposals, our preemptive obligations are already found in co{porate
manuals and memoranda. We are not offering a
proposal for regulations whose time has come,
however, but an account of individual moral responsibility. That is, we argue not only that bureaucratic organizaUonsshould institute policies along
the lines we have suggested, but also that individual executiveswithin the organizations are morally
blameworthy for failing to implement such policies
and that individual employees and executivesare
morally blameworthy for violating preemptive
obligations eaen i.n the absenceof polici.esimplementingthem.
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Reviewand Discussion
Ouestions
1. In the modern world, most individuals work in
organizations. Describe how this can affect
people's senseof responsibility and the morality of their conduct.
2. Describe Stanley Milgram's famousexperiment.
What are its most significant implications?
3. What four knowledge condidons are presupposed by the standard theories of moral decision making? Are the autlors correct to assert
that "in an organizational setting, one or more
of the four lcrowledge conditions typically fails
at a critical juncture"?
4. What do the autlors mean by the problem of
"deeds without doers"? What general approach
to this problem do they take, and what are the
three rival approachesthat they put aside?
5. According to the aut-hors,what five obligations
do individuals inside an organization have? Do
you agree? Do you thinl< that the authors demand too much of the individual? Supposean
individual neglects to firlfill one of these duties.
To what extent are we justifted in blaming the
person for any subsequent organizationalmisconduct?

